varied and this impacts on their perception of the way in which they are treated by everyone, not least, while they are ill, vulnerable and effectively in 'someone else's care'.
Certain environments add to the disorientation and even fear that patients experience. A trauma patient, for example who is the victim or even the perpetrator of a crime may be overwhelmed by the number of healthcare workers attending him or her, the bright lights in the emergency department, the number of voices around them, their clothes being cut away, clinical examination by a multi-disciplinary team. This, added to the trauma of being a victim of a crime or being found out, adds to the stress of their medical experience. It is not unusual in these instances for conscious patients to fail to respond to any questions at allclinical or otherwise. Such reticence presents a problem to clinical staff who find themselves ordering multiple investigations in order to find out essential information that they might otherwise learn by having the opportunity to communicate effectively with the patient. For patients in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), with continuous background noise and activity, sleep is invariably disturbed and disorientation is compounded by illness and sedatives.
Cultural awareness with regard to personal care is crucial here, where patients may not have the strength to express their sentiments but are aware of all physical contact. A Norwegian study reported that ICU staff felt culturally challenged when dealing with migrant families and found a "conflict between professional nursing practice and family cultural traditions" (Høye, 2010) . Conflict results in an inevitable clash between behaviors of a dominant and a non-dominant culture.
The challenge for nurses is to assess core cross-cultural issues in the care of each patient using the following skills: exploration of the meaning of the illness to the patient; determination of the social context in which the patient lives; engagement in negotiation with the patient to encourage effective communication and adherence to treatment; and exploration of their perceptions of the treatment they receive. Being a culturally competent nurse is not easy. We must first come to terms with our own personality traits, prejudices and perceptions in order to then overcome them. From verbal to non-verbal communication, from conscious to subconscious thought and from secular to religious beliefs, we have to strive for culturally competent care for every patient at a personal and institutional level. The value of the MICE -ICU project is that it aims to respond to the internationally recognized importance of developing cultural competence in the intensive care unit. Europe is becoming more multicultural and is full of new challenges in the context of the migrant crisis. Strategic cooperation and exchange of experiences and good practice between nurses, researchers, and teachers from different countries are needed and seem to be the best way to prepare recommendations in the field of providing culturally sensitive intensive nursing care. MICE-ICU provides such an opportunity and EfCCNa plays a vital role in this process.
